Rns 315 V.5 Map Update 13

User james_stocks at Feb 13, 2016 1:39 AM I got update v5 today. It's one of the best navigation updates I've seen. It has many more
features than earlier versions and presents the map almost entirely on the touchscreen to save space on the TV. The only issue I have had is
that when I disable the map view the cruise control will not start. The only way I can get it to work is to return to a map view. I can confirm
that the dates and times on the update screen are correct. If you have issues the RNS 315 v5 map update could be one of the biggest
navigation updates ever Aug 08, 2019 I've downloaded the map update v5.6. I can confirm that the dates and times on the update screen are
correct. If you have issues the RNS 315 v5 map update could be one of the biggest navigation updates ever. Jul 07, 2016 I got the update
but still have the same issue, I can use my existing map and some of the new features. The one thing I dont like about it is that I have to
move the display from "home" to "map" manually by using the off-screen knob. I have the display on the off-screen knob still like I used
to. Please help, I would like to use my existing map. Jun 13, 2018 I just got the update and the 'WA' maps worked fine as soon as I exited
the menu and powered off. After going back in I was unable to get a WA map to show. Upon powering on again I was able to use the 'WA'
maps but then I was unable to get a map to show. It just would show a gray screen. I used the bypass reset option and the same thing
happened. Any ideas? Jul 01, 2016 I have v5 map update downloaded and installed, but I can't figure out how to work with it. The screen
I'm using is the RNS315. When I connect to the external device, it scans the SD card and tells me I have no maps. When I look at the
available maps I have stored on the external device (SONY ERICSSON BD-R905/R615 SD CARD) I only have 'Warrior' and 'Utah' maps
available. What am I doing wrong? Jun 04, 2014 Hi james_stocks Your comments were very helpful. I also experienced similar issues
CID number: 6C00130AC. Type description: TNAU. Updated: 13-Jul-13. Creator: Viktor Nikas. Platform: My RNS-315 GPS map went
buggy like it has many new features. I did an update from 4.2.0.230 to 4.2.0.240 and it is buggier than ever. I had some sort of I know it
was crashing but I don't know why. I just loaded it up and it was buggy. It was not recognising my Garmin GPS. Rns 315 update 15 I am
interested in knowing how one can find out the latest security patch for the rns 315 and if there is a description on how to install it. Sep 13,
2015 15-SEP-2015 The actual official release date (not shipping) of VW RNS 315 was September 13th. v.4.3 map update 15 Jul 21, 2015
Until I can get a compatible unit, I'm stuck with the VAW 315. Sep 18, 2015 On September 18, 2015 the I9100 VAW 311/315 was
released. It was not compatible with the VAW 315 because the VAW 315 uses the newer 32 bit chipset and the I9100 is only 32 bit. Rns
315 update 17 I have VAW 315 and 4.2.0.240 on my device, I can't see any update (in system info) and I do not see it in "My devices" in
navigation option. it says I have no updates since version 4.2.0.220 (my device version is 4.2.0.220). Nov 7, 2015 RNS 315 Gets Android
Auto Adaptive Cruise Control - when the RNS315 is paired via Bluetooth with a 2017 or newer VW it can be installed to your vehicle by
downloading the software from the Cloud at US$9.95/month from the Car2Go website. Version 1.5 software is compatible with the 1.4 or
earlier RNS 315 software. Dec 10, 2015 20151210 I bought RNS315 VAW 311/315, from what I read the RNS315 is already compatible
with the latest Android v5.0, so why don't I see any Android Auto Adaptive Cruise Control listed under features and updates? Feb 9, 2016 I
have a RNS315 installed as per below Device ID: ba244e880a
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